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FAM - Promotional tour for Agents and guests, Miami

Seller Info

Universe Travel & Business

Universe Travel

Universe Travel & Business

Travel company, tour operator in the USA since 2023.

The company's agents and employees have experience in

tourism since 2008.

The main activities:

- Package tours to the USA, excursions, transport and other

travel services.

- Individual and group tours in Florida and the USA.

- Drawing up individual routes and programs.

- Reception and service groups.

- Organization of corporate events, seminars, conferences,

exhibitions.

- Booking hotels, cruises, airline tickets.

- Concierge services.

- Providing ITBP platform B2B + B2C

Universe Travel

& Business

Nov 30, 1999

+1 (347) 217-7878

ETG-USA

+1 (347) 217-7878

+1 (347) 217-7878

ru/

United States

Florida

Miami

210 174th Str. Suite 615

33160

 ZELLE
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Listing details

Common

DESCRIPTION: DAY OF ARRIVAL

Arrival in Miami on schedule. Our representative will meet you and the rest of

the group at the airport and escort you to the bus boarding point. Next, a bus,

accompanied by a Russian-speaking representative, will take the entire group

to the hotel. The hotel is located on the oceanfront on the Miami Beach

Peninsula.

Hotel accommodation and relaxation, with the option of walking around the

city or swimming in the evening ocean. On this day, we recommend going to

bed as late as possible to adapt.

 

DAY 1

Breakfast at the hotel (see schedule details in your voucher)

The whole day is free, since it is advisable to take one day to get back to

normal after a long flight and to adapt to the Miami time zone. We offer

relaxation on the ocean from the morning until 12:00 noon

The second half of the day can be filled with hiking near the hotel, lunch within

walking distance from the hotel (schedule and details in the voucher)

The afternoon can be spent shopping at the Aventura Mall or a trip to

Hollywood Beach with a walk along the boardwalk with shops and cafes along

the famous beaches.

 

DAY 2

Breakfast at the hotel (see schedule details in your voucher)

 

10:00 am - Bus tour of the city of Miami and Miami Beach.

 

The excursion will take place in comfortable transport with a Russian-speaking

guide. You will learn the history of Florida and the city of Miami, get
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acquainted with its modern residential areas and the historical Art Deco

district, and visit the southernmost point of the Miami Beach peninsula, on its

famous Ocean Dr. street. and in South Park, you will drive along the port of

Miami along bridges and dams across Biscayne Bay, recognize and see the

islands of celebrities and millionaires, see many attractions of the city and its

cultural and financial center, make stops and walks for photography in the

brightest, most beautiful and Miami's most historic places. After a short coffee

break on the waterfront in the city center, you will take a breeze and listen to

music on a speedboat around the islands of the rich and famous, with access to

the open ocean along the most famous beach, South Miami Beach. You can

take photographs of the houses and villas of Sylvester Stallone, Elizabeth

Taylor, Madonna, Shakira, David Beckham, Gloria Estefania, Ricky Martin

and others. A tour of Miami will leave you with many emotions and

impressions!

Once finished, the bus will take you to lunch near the hotel. Next, free time or

relaxation on the ocean.

 

A detailed description of the excursion is here: Tour of Miami with a boat trip

around the celebrity islands

 

 

DAY 3

Breakfast at the hotel (see schedule details in your voucher)

 

10:00 am - Bus excursion to the Indian reservations at the Alligator Sanctuary.

During the excursion you will learn about the unconquered people, visit real

Indian reservations with casinos and tobacco shops, walk through a modern

Indian village, get acquainted with Indian culture and traditions, see a

dangerous show with alligators and then take a breeze through real swamps on

a special speedboat. During the ride, you will stop at an old Indian dwelling,

where one family lived for more than 40 years. Here you can, perhaps for the

first time, taste deliciously cooked alligator, fish and frog meat according to the

recipe of the Miccosukee Indians. After the tour, the bus will take you back to

your hotel. Then there is free time for relaxation, walking and swimming in the

ocean.
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A detailed description of the excursion is here: Excursion to the Alligator

Reserve and Indian Village.

 

 

DAY 4

Breakfast at the hotel (see schedule details in your voucher)

 

10:00 am - Inspection of several hotels on the Miami coast (3*-5*).

Once you've finished browsing the hotels and accommodations, you'll visit the

trendy and famous WynWOOD area, filled with galleries, installations and

street murals by famous and unknown artists. At the end, the bus will take you

to your hotel, after which you can continue enjoying your vacation on the

ocean or walking around Miami.

 

 

DAY 5

Breakfast at the hotel (see schedule details in your voucher)

The day is free for rest and entertainment. On this day, you can additionally

order any excursion or go shopping in a shopping center. You can also spend

the whole day enjoying the warm Atlantic Ocean on the white beaches of

Miami Beach. Those interested will be offered the following excursion options:

  Tour of an active NASA space center

  Excursion to the southernmost island of the US continent - Key West

  Excursion to the Spanish Monastery

  Excursion to Lion Safari

  Fishing in the ocean on a Yacht
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  Excursion around evening Miami

 

 

DAY 6

Breakfast at the hotel (see schedule details in your voucher)

The day is free for rest and entertainment. On this day, you can additionally

book any excursion or go shopping. You can also spend the whole day

enjoying the warm Atlantic Ocean on the white beaches of Miami Beach.

  Tour of an active NASA space center

  Excursion to the southernmost island of the US continent - Key West

  Excursion to the Spanish Monastery

  Excursion to Lion Safari

  Fishing in the ocean on a Yacht

  Excursion in the evening

Departure city: Miami

Posted: Aug 06, 2017

calendar

EVENT DATE: from Nov 30, 1999 to Nov 30, 1999

Others dates of tour.: В любой день при группе 10-12 чел.

Pricing

TOUR PRICE

PRICE FROM: $ 895

Location

Country: United States

Region: Florida

CITY: Miami

Important

WHAT IS INCLUDED:: 3 star accommodation on the Miami Beach Peninsula (upgrade available for an
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additional fee)

Meals 2 times a day (breakfast daily and lunch only on days of included tours)

Excursions (Miami Sightseeing, Alligator Sanctuary, Indian Village, Airboat

trip, Wynwood Art district)

Transfers from the airport to the hotel, from the hotel to the airport, for hotel

inspections

Visa support (invitation and tour confirmation for the embassy)

NOT INCLUDED:: Flight from your country of residence in the USA to Miami.

Additional excursions (optional)

Additional days and flights to other cities (optional)

Accommodation in a hotel category above 3*

Tips for guides and drivers (optional)

Additional cruise (optional)

Speedboat ticket for Miami City Tour (optional)
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